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Abstract
A model for the adhesive, quasistatic and frictionless contact between a viscoelastic body and a deformable
foundation is described. The adhesion process is modelled by a bonding 2eld on the contact surface, and
contact is described by a modi2ed normal compliance condition. The problem is formulated as a coupled
system of a variational equality for the displacements and a di3erential equation for the bonding 2eld. The
existence of a unique weak solution for the problem and its continuous dependence on the adhesion parameters
are established. Then, the numerical analysis of the problem is conducted for the fully discrete approximation.
The convergence of the scheme is established and error estimates derived. Finally, representative numerical
simulations are presented, depicting the evolution of the state of the system and, in particular, the evolution
of the bonding 2eld.
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1. Introduction
Processes of adhesion are important in many industrial settings where parts, usually nonmetallic,
are glued together. Recently, composite materials reached prominence, since they are very strong and
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light, and therefore, of considerable importance in aviation, space exploration and in the automotive
industry. However, composite materials may undergo delamination under stress, in which di3erent
layers debond and move relative to each other. To model the process when bonding is not permanent,
and debonding may take place, there is a need to add the adhesion process to the description of
contact.
Such models have been the subject of a number of recent publications, see, e.g., [2,3,7,8,13,17,19]
and references therein. In [17], a model for adhesion, friction and unilateral contact has been con-
structed, based on the ideas of Fr,emond [7,8]. The main new idea in these papers is the introduction
of a surface internal variable, the bonding 2eld, which has values between zero and one, and which
describes the fractional density of active bonds on the contact surface. We refer the reader to the
extensive bibliography on the subject in [2,17,19] and in the forthcoming monograph [20].
In this work we continue the investigation of adhesive problems, begun in [3,13]. There, models
for the dynamic process of frictionless, adhesive contact between a viscoelastic body and a de-
formable foundation have been analyzed. The models, as in [8,17,19], included the bonding 2eld as
an additional dependent variable, de2ned and evolving on the contact surface. Here, we deal with
the quasistatic process of frictionless adhesive contact, using the bonding 2eld, too. Our aim is to
describe the debonding process when the frictional tangential traction is negligible in comparison
with the adhesive traction. We prove that the model has a unique weak solution, and show that it
depends continuously on the bonding parameters.
We describe the contact process with a version of the normal compliance condition which allows
for the interpenetration of surface asperities (see, e.g., [14,18,20] and references therein). This condi-
tion is used extensively in numerical algorithms and computer codes for contact problems. However,
from the mathematical point of view, it may be considered as a regularization of the so-called
Signorini condition, which describes contact with a rigid surface. Recently, such a condition was
considered in [1] where a weak solution for the frictional contact problem has been obtained (see
also [5]). Although it is mathematically more complicated and challenging, the Signorini condition
describes an idealization of the contacting surfaces, while the great majority of engineering surfaces
are anything but ideally rigid. Indeed, they may have some or all of the following: lubricants, water,
oxide layers, wear debris, etc. Therefore, the normal compliance condition seems to be more realistic
in applications.
Numerical analysis and error estimates for contact problems are recent, see, e.g., [10,11] and
references therein. Here, we present a fully discrete approximation scheme for the quasistatic problem.
We establish its convergence and obtain error estimates for it. Then, we use the fully discrete
scheme as a basis for numerical simulations of the problem. It was found that the algorithm was
very e3ective, and in the one-dimensional case the simulations compared very well with solutions
obtained either in a closed form or from a nonlinear system of ordinary di3erential equations (ODEs).
We consider a general viscoelastic body in adhesive contact with a deformable foundation, in the
case when the external forces vary slowly so that the quasistatic approximation is valid. The evolution
of the bonding 2eld is described by a 2rst-order ODE. The model is described in Section 3 where the
variational formulation is given and the existence and uniqueness theorem stated. The proof can be
found in Section 4. It is based on the construction of mappings between appropriate Banach spaces,
and obtaining estimates on these mappings. Each one of these maps deals with solving a related
problem when one of the unknowns is assumed given. Then we construct a contraction mapping
whose unique 2xed point is the solution of the original problem. The continuous dependence on the
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bonding parameters is proven in Section 5. In Section 6 the semi-discrete scheme for the problem
is described shortly and then the fully discrete approximation scheme is described and its error
estimate obtained. Section 7 is devoted to the numerical simulations which depict typical behavior
of the solutions and indicate the robustness of the algorithm. A short summary is given in Section
8. Finally, an example of a setting that reduces to an ODE is described in Appendix A. Its purpose
is to be used in comparison with the numerical solutions.
2. Notation and preliminaries
In this short section we present the notation we shall use and some preliminary materials. For
further details we refer the reader to [6,12,16].
We denote by Sd the space of second-order symmetric tensors on Rd (d= 1; 2; 3), while “·” and
| · | represent the inner product and the Euclidean norm on Sd and Rd, respectively. Let  ⊂ Rd
be a bounded domain with a Lipschitz boundary  and let  denote the unit outer normal on .
In the sequel the indices i and j run between 1 and d, the summation convention over repeated
indices is adopted and the index that follows a comma indicates a partial derivative with respect to
the corresponding component of the independent variable. We shall use the notation
H = [L2()]d = {u = (ui); ui ∈L2()}; Q = { = (ij); ij = ji ∈L2()};
H1 = {u∈H ; ”(u)∈Q}; Q1 = {∈Q; Div ∈H}:
Here, ” :H1 → Q and Div :Q1 → H are the deformation and the divergence operators, respectively,
de2ned by
”(u) = (ij(u)); ij(u) = 12 (ui; j + uj; i); Div  = (ij; j):
The spaces H , Q, H1 and Q1 are real Hilbert spaces endowed with the canonical inner products
given by
(u; C)H =
∫

uivi dx; (; )Q =
∫

ijij dx;
(u; C)H1 = (u; C)H + (”(u); ”(C))Q; (; )Q1 = (; )Q + (Div ;Div )H :
The associated norms on the spaces H , Q, H1 and Q1 are denoted by | · |H , | · |Q, | · |H1 and | · |Q1 ,
respectively.
Let H = [H 1=2()]d and let  :H1 → H be the trace map. For every element C∈H1 we also use
the notation C for the trace  C of C on  and we denote by v and C the normal and the tangential
components of C on the boundary  given by
v = C · ; C = C− v: (2.1)
Similarly, for a regular (say C1) tensor 2eld  : → Sd we de2ne its normal and tangential
components by
 = () · ;  =  − ; (2.2)
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and we recall that the following Green’s formula holds,
(; ”(C))Q + (Div; C)H =
∫

  · C da ∀C∈H1: (2.3)
In this paper [0; T ] is the time interval of interest, where T ¿ 0, and the dot above a quantity
denotes the derivative of the quantity with respect to the time variable. For every real Hilbert space
X we use the classical notation for the spaces Lp(0; T ;X ) and Wk;p(0; T ;X ), where 16p6+∞
and k¿ 1. We denote by C([0; T ];X ) and C1([0; T ];X ) the space of continuous and continuously
di3erentiable functions from [0; T ] to X , respectively, with the norms
‖x‖C([0; T ];X ) = max
t∈[0;T ]
‖x(t)‖X ;
‖x‖C1([0; T ];X ) = max
t∈[0;T ]
‖x(t)‖X + max
t∈[0;T ]
‖x˙(t)‖X ;
respectively.
3. Problem statement and variational formulation
In this section we describe the model for the process, present its variational formulation and state
our main existence and uniqueness result in Theorem 3.1.
The physical setting is as follows. A viscoelastic body occupies the domain ∈Rd (for d=1; 2; 3)
with outer Lipschitz surface  which is divided into three disjoint measurable parts 1, 2 and 3
such that meas (1)¿ 0. The body is clamped on 1 × (0; T ) and the displacement 2eld vanishes
there. A volume force of density f0 acts in  × (0; T ) and surface tractions of density f2 act on
2 × (0; T ). The body may come in adhesive contact with an obstacle or a foundation over the
part 3, the potential contact surface. A gap g may exist between the contact surface 3 and the
foundation, measured along the outward normal vector . However, to simplify the presentation, we
will assume that g = 0, and we note that all the results below hold, with minor changes, when
g∈L2(3) and g¿ 0 a.e. on 3. Therefore, in the reference con2guration the body is in contact
with the obstacle over 3.
We denote by u the displacement 2eld,  the stress 2eld and ”(u) the linearized strain tensor. We
assume that the material is viscoelastic with the constitutive law
 =A”(u˙) + G”(u);
where A and G are given nonlinear constitutive functions which will be described below. To simplify
the notation, when the context is clear, we do not indicate the dependence of various functions on
x∈ ∪  and t ∈ [0; T ].
Next, we describe the contact conditions with adhesion on 3. Following Fr,emond [7,8], we
introduce the internal state variable  de2ned on 3, which represents the intensity of the adhesion
over the contact surface, with values 06 6 1. When  = 1 at a point x∈3, the adhesion is
complete and all the bonds are active, when  = 0 all the bonds are inactive and there is no
adhesion; and 0¡¡ 1 is the case of partial adhesion when only a fraction of the bonds is active.
We assume that the normal stress satis2es the normal compliance contact condition with adhesion
 =−p(u) +  2(−R(u))+ on 3 × (0; T );
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where u is the normal displacement which, when positive, represents the penetration of the surface
asperities into the foundation; p is a prescribed function such that p(r)=0 for r6 0, and R :R→ R
is the truncation operator
R(s) =


L if s¿L;
s if |s|6L;
−L if s6− L;
where L¿ 0 is the characteristic length of the bond, beyond which it stretches without o3ering any
additional resistance (see, e.g., [17]).
The contribution of the adhesive to the normal traction is represented by the second term on the
right-hand side, namely,  2(−R(u))+. Thus, the adhesive traction is nonnegative and proportional,
with proportionality coePcient  , to the square of the intensity of adhesion, and to the normal
displacement, but as long as it does not exceed the bond length L. Once it exceeds it the normal
traction remains constant. More general expressions for this condition can be found in [3,13]. Gen-
eral form of the normal compliance contact condition with adhesion can be found in [3]. Normal
compliance, without adhesion can be found in [14,18] (see references therein) among other recent
papers. A usual choice of the normal compliance function p, has been (see, e.g., [14])
p(r) = c (r+)m ;
where c is a positive constant, m the exponent, and r+=max{0; r}: Formally, Signorini’s nonpene-
tration condition is obtained in the limit c → +∞.
We assume that the tangential sti3ness of the glue depends on the intensity of adhesion and on
the tangential displacement, but only up to the bond length L, thus,
− = p()R∗(u) on 3 × (0; T );
where the truncation operator R∗ is de2ned by
R∗(v) =


v if |v|6L;
v
|v| L if |v|¿L:
Then, p() acts as the sti3ness or spring constant, and the traction is in direction opposite to the
displacement. We note that the model can be extended to a more general adhesion condition, see
[3,13].
Finally, following Fr,emond [7,8] the evolution of the adhesion 2eld is governed by the following
di3erential equation:
˙ =−( (R(u))2 − a)+ on 3 × (0; T );
where a represents a limit bond energy, below which there is no change in the bonding. We note
that this condition does not allow for rebonding, once debonding takes place, since ˙6 0. However,
other laws are possible and if the glue is such that rebonding is possible this condition has to be
modi2ed, cf. [3].
We assume that the forces acting on the system vary slowly in time so that the process is
quasistatic. We denote by u0 the initial displacements.
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To summarize the above, the classical form of the mechanical problem of quasistatic frictionless
adhesive contact with normal compliance of the viscoelastic body with a foundation is as follows:
Problem P. Find a displacement 2eld u :× [0; T ]→ Rd, a stress 2eld  :× [0; T ]→ Sd, and an
adhesion 2eld  :3 × [0; T ]→ R such that
Div  + f0 = 0 in  × (0; T ); (3.1)
 =A”(u˙) + G”(u) in  × (0; T ); (3.2)
u = 0 on 1 × (0; T ); (3.3)
 = f2 on 2 × (0; T ); (3.4)
−  = p(u)−  2(−R(u))+ on 3 × (0; T ); (3.5)
−  = p()R∗(u) on 3 × (0; T ); (3.6)
˙ =−( (R(u))2 − a)+ on 3 × (0; T ); (3.7)
u(0) = u0 in ; (3.8)
(0) = 0 on 3: (3.9)
We remark that the bonding 2eld is required to satisfy 06 6 1, but in the formulation above
we did not impose it, since if we choose 06 06 1 then Eq. (3.7) guarantees that (x; t)6 0(x)
and, therefore, (x; t)6 1 for t ¿ 0, x∈3. On the other hand, if (x; t0) = 0 at time t0, then it
follows from (3.7) that ˙(x; t) = 0 for all t¿ t0 and therefore, (x; t) = 0 for all t¿ t0, x∈3.
The choice of a homogeneous boundary condition in (3.3) is for the sake of simplicity. One can
replace the condition with u = & on 1 × (0; T ), where & = &(x; t) is a prescribed function and all
the results remain true. The numerical simulations of a viscoelastic rod in Section 7.2 employ such
a choice of &.
For theoretical reasons, as well as computational ones, we proceed to obtain a variational formula-
tion of problem (3.1)–(3.9). To that end we need additional notation. Let V be the closed subspace
of H1 de2ned by
V = { C∈H1 ; C= 0 on 1}:
Since meas (1)¿ 0, Korn’s inequality holds: There exists CK ¿ 0, depending only on  and 1,
such that
|”(C)|Q¿CK |C|H1 ∀C∈V: (3.10)
A proof of Korn’s inequality may be found in ([15], p. 79). On V we consider the inner product
given by
(u; C)V = (”(u); ”(C))Q ∀u; C∈V; (3.11)
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and let | · |V be the associated norm, i.e.
|C|V = |”(C)|Q ∀C∈V: (3.12)
It follows that | · |H1 and | · |V are equivalent norms on V and therefore (V; | · |V ) is a real Hilbert
space. Moreover, by the Sobolev’s trace theorem and (3.10) we have a constant C0 depending only
on the domain , 1 and 3 such that
|v|[L2(3)]d6C0|C|V ∀C∈V: (3.13)
In the study of mechanical problem (3.1)–(3.9) we assume that the viscosity operator satis2es
(a) A : × Sd → Sd,
(b) There exists LA¿ 0 such that
|A(x; 1)− A(x; 2)|6LA |1 − 2| ∀1; 2 ∈Sd; a:e: x∈;
(c) There exists mA¿ 0 such that
(A(x; 1)−A(x; 2)) · (1 − 2)¿mA |1 − 2|2 ∀ 1; 2 ∈Sd; a:e: x∈; (3.14)
(d) The mapping x →A(x; ) is Lebesgue measurable on  for any  ∈Sd,
(e) The mapping  →A(x; ) is continuous on Sd, a.e. x∈3.
The elasticity operator satis2es
(a) G : × Sd → Sd,
(b) There exists LG¿ 0 such that
|G(x; 1)− G(x; 2)|6LG |1 − 2| ∀ 1; 2 ∈Sd; a:e: x∈; (3.15)
(c) The mapping x → G(x; ) is Lebesgue measurable on  for any  ∈Sd,
(d) The mapping x → G(x; 0)∈Q.
The normal compliance function and the tangential function satisfy
(a) p :3 × R→ R+,
(b) There exists an L¿ 0 such that
|p(x; r1)− p(x; r2)|6L |r1 − r2| ∀ r1; r2 ∈R; a:e: x∈3; (3.16)
(c) The mapping x → p(x; r) is Lebesgue measurable on 3 for any r ∈R,
(d) The mapping x → p(x; r) = 0 for all r6 0.
(a) p :3 × R→ R+,
(b) There exists an L¿ 0 such that
|p(x; 1)− p(x; 2)|6L |1 − 2| ∀ 1; 2 ∈R; a:e: x∈3; (3.17)
(c) The mapping x → p(x; ) is Lebesgue measurable on 3 ∀∈R,
(d) The mapping x → p(x; 0)∈L∞(3).
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The adhesion coePcient and the limit bound satisfy
  ∈L∞(3);  ¿ 0; a ∈L∞(3); a¿ 0: (3.18)
We suppose the body forces and surface tractions have the regularity
f0 ∈C([0; T ];H); f2 ∈C([0; T ]; [L2(2)]d): (3.19)
Finally, the initial data satisfy
u0 ∈V; 0 ∈L∞(3); 0¡06 1 a:e: on 3: (3.20)
Next, by (3.19) we can de2ne the element f (t)∈V given by
( f (t); C)V = ( f0(t); C)H + ( f2(t); C)[L2(2)]d ∀C∈V; a:e: t ∈ (0; T ); (3.21)
and let j :L∞(3)× V × V → R be the functional
j(; u; C) =
∫
3
p(u) v da−
∫
3
 2(−R(u))+ v da
+
∫
3
p()R∗(u) · C da ∀∈L∞(3) ∀ u; C ∈V: (3.22)
Keeping in mind (3.16)–(3.18), we observe that the integrals in (3.22) are well de2ned and we note
that conditions (3.19) imply
f ∈C([0; T ];V ): (3.23)
The variational formulation of the mechanical Problem P is the following.
Problem PV. Find a displacement 2eld u : [0; T ]→ V , a stress 2eld  : [0; T ]→ Q, and an adhesion
2eld  : [0; T ]→ L∞(3) such that
(t) =A”(u˙(t)) + G”(u(t)) t ∈ [0; T ]; (3.24)
˙(t) =−( (R(u))2 − a)+ a:e: t ∈ (0; T ); (3.25)
((t); ”(w))Q + j((t); u(t);w) = ( f (t);w)V ∀w∈V; t ∈ [0; T ]; (3.26)
u(0) = u0; (0) = 0: (3.27)
The existence of the unique solution of Problem PV is stated below and proved in the next
section. The continuous dependence on adhesion will be given in Section 5.
Theorem 3.1. Assume that (3.14)–(3.20) hold. Then there exists a unique solution (u; ; ) for
Problem PV. Moreover, the solution satis>es,
u∈C1([0; T ];V ); ∈C1([0; T ];Q1); ∈W 1;∞(0; T ;L∞(3)): (3.28)
We conclude that, under assumptions (3.14)–(3.20), Problem P has a unique weak solution
satisfying (3.28).
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4. Proof of Theorem 3.1
The proof of Theorem 3.1 will be carried out in several steps. We 2rst solve the di3erential
equation in (3.25) for the adhesion 2eld, where u is given, and study the continuous dependence of
the adhesion solution with respect to u. We assume in the sequel that (3.14)–(3.20) hold.
Lemma 4.1. For every u∈C([0; T ];V ), there exists a unique solution u ∈W 1;∞(0; T ;L∞(3)) sat-
isfying
˙u(t) =−( u(R(u))2 − a)+ a:e: t ∈ (0; T );
u(0) = 0:
Moreover, 06 u6 1, for t ∈ [0; T ], a.e. on 3, and there exists a constant c¿ 0, such that, for
all u1; u2 ∈C([0; T ];V ),
|u1(t)− u2(t)|2L2(3)6 c
∫ t
0
|u1(s)− u2(s)|2V ds ∀t ∈ [0; T ]:
Proof. Let u∈C([0; T ];V ) be 2xed. For the sake of simplicity we suppress, in what follows, the
dependence of various functions on x∈3. Consider the map F : [0; T ]×L∞(3)→ L∞(3) de2ned
by
F(t; ) =−( (R(u(t)))2 − a)+;
for all t ∈ [0; T ] and ∈L∞(3). We show that F is Lipschitz continuous with respect to the
second variable, uniformly in time; and, for all ∈L∞(3), the mapping t → F(t; ) belongs to
L∞(0; T ;L∞(3)). Thus, the existence and uniqueness of the solution u follows from the classical
theorem of Cauchy-Lipschitz in W 1;∞ (see, e.g., [22] p. 60). To see 06 u6 1, let us show that
if u(t0) = 0 for some t0 ∈ [0; T ], then u(t) = 0 for all t¿ t0 in [0; T ]. Indeed, u is a decreasing
function, we have for t¿ t0; u(t)6 u(t0) = 0, so F(t; u(t)) = 0 and ˙u(t) = 0; for t¿ t0, then
u(t) = u(t0) = 0 for all t¿ t0 in [0; T ]. Now let u1; u2 ∈C([0; T ];V ) and let t ∈ [0; T ]. We have,
for i = 1; 2,
ui(t) = 0 −
∫ t
0
( ui(s)(R(ui(s)))
2 − a)+ ds;
then
|u1(t)− u2(t)|6 c
∫ t
0
|u1(s)(R(u1(s)))2 − u2(s)(R(u2(s)))2| ds;
where, here and below, c is a generic positive constant which may depend on , 1, 2, 3, A,
G, p, p,  , L and T but does not depend on t nor on the rest of the data, and whose value may
change from place to place. Using the de2nition of R and writing u1 = u1 − u2 + u2 , we get
|u1(t)− u2(t)|6 c
∫ t
0
|u1(s)− u2(s)| ds+ c
∫ t
0
|u1(s)− u2(s)| ds:
By Gronwall’s inequality, it follows that
|u1(t)− u2(t)|26 c
∫ t
0
|u1(s)− u2(s)|2 ds:
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The second part of the Lemma 4.1 follows now by integrating the previous inequality on 3 and
using (3.13).
Now we return to the viscoelastic problem and prove an existence and uniqueness result for (3.24)
and (3.26) with the corresponding initial condition. To this end, we consider the following problem:
Problem QV. Find a displacement 2eld u : [0; T ] → V and a stress 2eld  : [0; T ] → Q satisfying
(3.24) and
((t); ”(w))Q + j(u(t); u(t);w) = ( f (t);w)V ; w∈V; t ∈ [0; T ]; (4.1)
u(0) = u0: (4.2)
The study of Problem QV will be carried out in several steps. It is based on results of evolution
equations with monotone operators and a 2xed point argument, similar to that used in [18,21], but
with a di3erent choice of the operators. Let 
∈C([0; T ];V ) and consider the following variational
problem.
Problem QV,. Find a displacement 2eld u, : [0; T ]→ V such that
(A”(u˙,(t)); ”(C))Q + (
(t); C)V = ( f (t); C)V ; C∈V; t ∈ [0; T ]; (4.3)
u,(0) = u0: (4.4)
We have the following result.
Lemma 4.2. There exists a unique solution of Problem QV,. Moreover, the solution satis>es (3.28).
Proof. We de2ne the operator A :V → V by
(A u; C)V = (A”(u); ”(C))Q; u; C∈V: (4.5)
Using (4.5) and (3.14), it follows that A is a strongly monotone Lipschitz operator, thus A is
invertible and A−1 :V → V is also a strongly monotone Lipschitz operator. It follows that there
exists a unique function C, which satis2es
C, ∈C([0; T ];V ); (4.6)
A C,(t) + 
(t) = f (t); t ∈ [0; T ]: (4.7)
Let u, : [0; T ]→ V be the function de2ned by
u,(t) =
∫ t
0
C,(s) ds+ u0 ∀ t ∈ [0; T ]: (4.8)
It follows from (4.5), (4.6)–(4.8) that u, is the unique solution of Problem QV, and it satis2es
(3.28).
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For every 
∈C([0; T ];V ) we denote by u, the solution of Problem QV, obtained in Lemma 4.2.
Let - 
(t) denote the element of V de2ned by
(-
(t);w)V = (G ”(u,(t)); ”(w))Q + j(u,(t); u,(t);w); w∈V; t ∈ [0; T ]: (4.9)
We have the following result.
Lemma 4.3. For each 
∈C([0; T ];V ) the function - 
 : [0; T ]→ V belongs to C([0; T ];V ). More-
over, there exists a unique element 
∗ ∈C([0; T ];V ) such that - 
∗ = 
∗.
Proof. Let 
∈C([0; T ];V ) and let t1; t2 ∈ [0; T ]. Using (4.9), (3.21), (3.12) and (3.13) we obtain
|- 
(t1)− - 
(t2)|V
6 |G ”(u,(t1))− G ”(u,(t2))|Q + C0 |p(u,(t1))− p(u,(t2))|L2(3)
+C0 |p(u,(t1))R∗(u,(t1))− p(u,(t2))R∗(u,(t2))|L2(3)
+C0| |L∞(3) |2u,(t1)(−R(u(t1)))+ − 2u,(t2)(−R(u(t2)))+|L2(3);
and keeping in mind (3.15)–(3.17) we 2nd
|- 
(t1)− - 
(t2)|V 6 c|u,(t1)− u,(t2)|V + c|u,(t1)− u,(t2)|L2(3): (4.10)
By Lemma 4.1, u, satis2es (3.28), so we deduce from inequality (4.10) that - 
∈C([0; T ];V ). Let
now 
1; 
2 ∈C([0; T ];V ) and denote u,i = ui ; u˙,i = C,i = Ci for i=1; 2. Using arguments similar to
those in the proof of (4.10) we 2nd
|- 
1(t)− - 
2(t)|2V 6 c |u1(t)− u2(t)|2V + c |u1(t)− u2(t)|2L2(3) t ∈ [0; T ]:
Then by Lemma 4.1, we have
|- 
1(t)− - 
2(t)|2V 6 c |u1(t)− u2(t)|2V + c
∫ t
0
|u1(s)− u2(s)|2V ds
6 c
∫ t
0
|C1(s)− C2(s)|2V ds; t ∈ [0; T ]: (4.11)
Moreover, from (4.3) it follows that
(A ”(C1)−A ”(C2); ”(C1)− ”(C2))Q + (
1 − 
2; C1 − C2)V = 0 on (0; T ):
Hence,
|C1(s)− C2(s)|V 6 c |
1(s)− 
2(s)|V ∀s∈ [0; T ]: (4.12)
Now from (4.11) and (4.12) we have
|- 
1(t)− - 
2(t)|2V 6 c
∫ t
0
|
1(s)− 
2(s)|2V ds ∀t ∈ [0; T ]:
Reiterating this inequality n times yields
|-n 
1 − -n 
2|2C([0; T ];V )6
(cT )n
n!
|
1 − 
2|2C([0; T ];V );
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which implies that for n suPciently large a power -n of - is a contraction in the Hilbert space
C([0; T ];V ). Then, there exists a unique 
∗ ∈C([0; T ];V ) such that -n 
∗ = 
∗ and 
∗ is also the
unique 2xed point of -.
We have now all the ingredients to solve Problem QV .
Lemma 4.4. There exists a unique displacement >eld u : [0; T ] → V and a unique stress >eld
 : [0; T ]→ Q of Problem QV such that (3.28) hold.
Proof. Existence. Let 
∗ ∈C([0; T ];V ) be the 2xed point of - and let u be the solution of Problem
PV, for 
 = 
∗, i.e, u = u,∗ . We denote by  the function given by (3.24). Using (4.3), (4.4),
(4.9) and keeping in mind that - 
∗ = 
∗, we obtain that the couple (u; ) is a solution of (3.24),
(4.1) and (4.2). Condition (3.28) follows from Lemma 4.1. Moreover, since u∈W 1;2(0; T ;V ), from
(3.24), (3.14) and (3.15), it follows that ∈C([0; T ];Q). Choosing now C= ’ where ’∈ [D()]d
in (3.25) yields
0=Div (t) + f0(t) ∀t ∈ [0; T ]: (4.13)
By assumption (3.19), (4.13) implies that Div ∈C([0; T ];H) and therefore ∈C([0; T ];Q1).
Uniqueness. The uniqueness of the solution is a consequence of the uniqueness of the 2xed point
of operator -.
Theorem 3.1 is now a consequence of Lemmas 4.1 and 4.4.
5. Continuous dependence on  and L
Experimentally, it is rather diPcult to obtain precise values for the problem parameters. Therefore,
we show that small errors in the values of the adhesion parameters   and L lead to correspondingly
small changes in the solution. Thus, we investigate the continuous dependence of the solution u
on the adhesion coePcient   and the characteristic bonding length L. We denote by u( ; L) the
solution u, assured by Theorem 3.1, with 2xed initial data. Everywhere in the sequel R+ represents
the set of positive real numbers.
Our main result here is that u is locally Lipschitz with respect to   and L, indeed, we have the
following result.
Theorem 5.1. Assume that (3.14)–(3.20) hold. Let the adhesion coe@cient  0 ∈L∞(3), and the
bond length L0¿ 0, be >xed and let / be a neighborhood of ( 0; L0) in L∞(3)×R+. Then, there
exists a constant Cad¿ 0, which depends on /, such that for all ( 1; L1), ( 2; L2)∈/ we have
|u( 1; L1)− u( 2; L2)|C1([0; T ];V )6Cad (| 1 −  2|L∞(3) + |L1 − L2|): (5.1)
To prove this result, we need the following Lemmas. The 2rst one concerns the truncations R
and R∗, corresponding to a length L¿ 0, which we denote by RL and R∗L. After some algebraic
manipulations, we obtain the following result.
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Lemma 5.2. For any L1¿ 0 and L2¿ 0,
(1) |RL1(x)− RL2(y)|6 |L1 − L2|+ |x − y| ∀x; y∈R.
(2) |R∗L1(x)− R∗L2(y)|6 |L1 − L2|+ |x− y| ∀x; y∈Rd.
In the following, two elements ( 1; L1), ( 2; L2) ∈L∞(3)× R∗+ are given in a 2xed neighbor-
hood / of ( 0; L0), with the same initial displacement and adhesion 2elds; and c¿ 0 is a generic
constant depending on the initial data and on /. To simplify the notation, for i=1; 2, we denote by
ui ; i; Ri and R∗i , the displacement 2eld, the adhesion 2eld and the truncation functions, respectively,
corresponding to ( i; Li). The following estimate will be used below.
Lemma 5.3. There holds, for each t ∈ [0; T ],
|1(t)− 2(t)|2L2(3)6 c | 1 −  2|2L∞(3) + c|L1 − L2|2 + c
∫ t
0
|u1(s)− u2(s)|2V ds:
Proof. From the di3erential equation satis2ed by the adhesion 2eld, we have
|1(t)− 2(t)|6 c
∫ t
0
| 11(s)(R1(u1(s)))2 −  22(s)(R2(u2(s)))2| ds;
for all t ∈ [0; T ], a.e. on 3, and then, using Lemma 5.2, we obtain
|1(t)− 2(t)|6 c| 1 −  2|L∞(3) + c |L1 − L2|
+ c
∫ t
0
|1(s)− 2(s)| ds+ c
∫ t
0
|u1(s)− u2(s)| ds a:e: on 3:
Squaring each side and using Gronwall’s inequality, followed by an integration on 3, we obtain
the needed estimate.
Proof of Theorem 5.1. Let t ∈ [0; T ]. From Problem PV , for w∈V , we get
|(A ”(u˙1(t))−A ”(u˙2(t)); ”(w))Q|
6 |w|V |G ”(u1(t))− G ”(u2(t))|Q + |j(1(t); u1(t);w)− j(2(t); u2(t);w)|:
Choosing w= u˙1(t)− u˙2(t), using (3.14)–(3.20) and Lemma 5.2, after some algebraic manipulations,
we 2nd that
|u˙1(t)− u˙2(t)|V 6 c| 1 −  2|L∞(3) + c|L1 − L2|+ c|u1(t)− u2(t)|V + c|1(t)− 2(t)|L2(3):
Using now Lemma 5.3, we deduce
|u˙1(t)− u˙2(t)|2V 6 c| 1 −  2|2L∞(3) + c|L1 − L2|2
+ c|u1(t)− u2(t)|2V + c
∫ t
0
|u1(s)− u2(s)|2V ds:
Integrating this inequality, using Gronwall’s type arguments, and the fact that u1(0) = u2(0) lead to
estimate (5.1) in Theorem 5.1.
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6. Fully discrete approximation
It is possible to provide a semi-discrete scheme for the problem, and derive appropriate error
estimates for it. Such a scheme might be used in conjunction with the method of lines. For the sake
of completeness, we just present its formulation. Then we proceed with the fully discretized scheme.
A spatially semi-discrete approximation of Problem PV is obtained by discretizing the spatial
domain. We consider a general setting of arbitrary 2nite dimensional spaces Vh ⊂ V , Qh ⊂ Q and
Bh ⊂ L∞(3) used to approximate the spaces V , Q and L∞(3). Here, h¿ 0 is a discretization
parameter and, everywhere in this and the next sections, c will denote a positive constant which
does not depend on h and whose value may change from place to place. Let PQh :Q → Qh and
PBh :L∞(3) ⊂ L2(3)→ Bh be orthogonal projection operators de2ned by
(PQhq; q
h)Q = (q; qh)Q ∀q∈Q; qh ∈Qh;
(PQh; 
h)L2(3) = (; 
h)L2(3) ∀∈L2(3); h ∈Bh:
These operators are non-expansive, i.e.,
|PQhq|Q6 |q|Q ∀q∈Q;
|PBh|L2(3)6 ||L2(3) ∀∈L2(3):
The following is a semi-discrete approximation of Problem PV .
Problem PVh. Find a displacement 2eld uh : [0; T ] → Vh, a stress 2eld h : [0; T ] → Qh, and an
adhesion 2eld h : [0; T ]→ Bh such that
h(t) =PQhA”(u˙
h(t)) +PQhG”(u
h(t)) t ∈ [0; T ]; (6.1)
˙h(t) =−PBh( (R(uh(t)))2 − a)+ a:e: t ∈ (0; T ); (6.2)
(h(t); ”(wh))Q + j(h(t); uh(t);wh) = ( f (t);wh)Vwh ∈Vh; t ∈ [0; T ]; (6.3)
uh(0) = uh0 ; 
h(0) = h0: (6.4)
The unique solvability of Problem PVh follows from arguments similar to those used in the proof
of Theorem 3.1. It is possible to establish that
Theorem 6.1. Assume that (3.14)–(3.20) hold. Then there exists a unique solution (uh; h; h) of
Problem PVh. The solution satis>es
uh ∈C1([0; T ];Vh); h ∈C([0; T ];Qh); h ∈W 1;∞(0; T ;Bh):
Moreover, arguing as in [4] we can deduce the following convergence result.
Corollary 6.2. Assume that conditions (3.14)–(3.20) hold. Also, suppose that
|u0 − uh0|V → 0 and |0 − h0|L2(3) → 0 as h→ 0;
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and there exist a subspace V0, dense in V, such that
inf
wh∈Vh
|w− wh|V → 0; as h→ 0 ∀w∈V0; (6.5)
|(I −PQh)|Q → 0 as h→ 0 ∀∈Q; (6.6)
|(I −PBh)|L2(3) → 0 as h→ 0 ∀∈L2(3): (6.7)
Then, the semi-discrete method converges, i.e.,
max
06t6T
{|u(t)− uh(t)|V + |(t)− h(t)|Q + |(t)− h(t)|L2(3)} → 0 as h→ 0:
Finally, in the case when we use piecewise linear elements to approximate the space V and
piecewise constant functions to approximate L∞(3) and Q, we have
Corollary 6.3. Assume that conditions (3.14)–(3.20) hold. If
u˙∈L∞(0; T ; [H 2()]d); |u0 − uh0|V 6 ch; |0 − h0|L2(3)6 ch;
inf
wh∈Vh
|w− wh|V 6 ch|w|[H 2()]d ∀w∈V ∩ [H 2()]d; (6.8)
|(I −PQh)|Q6 ch ∀∈Q; |(I −PBh)|L2(3)6 ch ∀∈L2(3);
then
max
06t6T
{|u(t)− uh(t)|V + |(t)− h(t)|Q + |(t)− h(t)|L2(3)}6 ch:
We consider now a fully discrete approximation of Problem PV . Let 0= t0¡t1¡ · · ·¡tn=T , be
a partition of the time interval [0; T ], let kn = tn − tn−1, for n=1; 2; : : : ; N , denote the time step size
and let k=maxn kn be the maximal step size. For a continuous function t → w(t) we use the notation
wn=w(tn). For a sequence we denote 6wn=(wn−wn−1)=kn. In this section, no summation is assumed
over a repeated index n and c¿ 0 denotes a constant which is independent of the parameters of
discretization k and h.
The fully discrete approximation is based on the forward Euler scheme and it has the following
form.
Problem PVhk . Find a displacement 2eld uhk = {uhkn }Nn=0 ⊂ Vh, a stress 2eld hk = {hkn }Nn=0 ⊂ Qh
and an adhesion 2eld hk = {hkn }Nn=0 ⊂ Bh such that
uhk0 = u
h
0 ; 
hk
0 = 
h
0; (6.9)
and, for n= 1; 2; : : : ; N;
hkn =PQhA”(6u
hk
n ) +PQhG”(u
hk
n−1); (6.10)
6hkn =−PBh( hkn−1[R((uhkn−1))]2 − a)+ (6.11)
(hkn ; ”(w
h))Q + j(hkn−1; u
hk
n−1;w
h) = ( fn;wh)V ∀wh ∈Vh: (6.12)
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Using classical arguments of variational inequalities (see [9]) we deduce the existence and unique-
ness of the solution for Problem PVhk , which we state as follows.
Theorem 6.4. Assume that (3.14)–(3.20) hold. Then, there exists a unique solution (uhk ; hk ; hk)
of Problem PVhk .
Our interest lies in estimating the errors un − uhkn , n − hkn and n − hkn . Let n∈{1; : : : ; N} and
we de2ne n = (tn), n = (tn), Cn = u˙(tn) and Chkn = 6uhkn .
First, we rewrite Eq. (6.10) in the following equivalent form:
hkn =PQhA”(Chkn ) +PQhG”

n−1∑
j=1
kjChkj + uh0

 ; n= 1; 2; : : : ; N: (6.13)
We note that
(t) =A”(C(t)) + G”
(∫ t
0
C(s) ds+ u0
)
: (6.14)
Using (6.14) at t = tn and subtracting it from (6.13) we obtain
n − hkn = (I −PQh)A”(Cn) +PQhA”(Cn)−PQhA”(Chkn )
+ (I −PQh)G”

n−1∑
j=1
kjCj + u0

+ G”(∫ tn
0
C(s)ds+ u0
)
− G”

n−1∑
j=1
kjCj + u0


+PQh

G”

n−1∑
j=1
kjCj + u0

− G”

n−1∑
j=1
kjChkj + uh0



 :
We deduce the following error estimate by using the properties of PQh , A and G:
|n − hkn |Q6 c

|(I −PQh)A”(Cn)|Q + |Cn − Chkn |V + In + |u0 − uh0|V
+
n−1∑
j=1
kj|Cj − Chkj |V +
∣∣∣∣∣∣(I −PQh)G”

n−1∑
j=1
kjCj + u0


∣∣∣∣∣∣
Q

 ; (6.15)
where
In =
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∫ tn
0
C(s) ds−
n−1∑
j=1
kjCj
∣∣∣∣∣∣
V
:
Substituting (6.13) into (6.12) we have
A”(Chkn ) + G”

n−1∑
j=1
kjChkj + uh0

 ; ”(wh)


Q
+ j

hkn ; n−1∑
j=1
kjChkn + uh0 ;wh


=( fn;wh)V ∀wh ∈Vh: (6.16)
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We note that
((t); ”(w))Q + j((t);
∫ t
0
C(s) ds+ u0;w) = ( f (t);w)V ∀w∈V: (6.17)
Next, we substitute (6.14) into (6.17) at t= tn and subtract (6.16), for w=wh, from the resulting
expression and obtain
(A”(Cn − Chkn ); ”(wh))Q + j
(
n;
∫ tn
0
C(s)ds+ u0;wh
)
− j

hkn ; n−1∑
j=1
kjChkj + uh0 ;wh


=−

G”(∫ tn
0
C(s) ds+ u0
)
− G”

n−1∑
j=1
kjChkj + uh0

 ; ”(wh)


Q
∀wh ∈Vh:
Thus,
(A”(Cn − Chkn ); ”(Cn − Chkn ))Q
=j

hkn ; n−1∑
j=1
kjChkj + uh0 ; Cn − Chkn

− j(n;
∫ tn
0
C(s) ds+ u0; Cn − Chkn
)
+ j
(
n;
∫ tn
0
C(s) ds+ u0; Cn − wh
)
− j

hkn ; n−1∑
j=1
kjChkn + uh0 ; Cn − wh


+(A”(Cn − Chkn ); Cn − wh)Q +

G”(∫ tn
0
C(s) ds+ u0
)
−G”

n−1∑
j=1
kjChkj + uh0

 ; ”(Cn − wh)


Q
+

G”(∫ tn
0
C(s) ds+ u0
)
−G”

n−1∑
j=1
kjChkj + uh0

 ; ”(Cn − Chkn )


Q
∀wh ∈Vh:
Now, the functional j satis2es
|j(1; u1; u3)− j(2; u2; u3)|6 c(|1 − 2|L2(3) + |u1 − u2|V )|u3|V ; (6.18)
for all 1; 2 ∈L2(3) and u1; u2; u3 ∈V . Then, by applying the Cauchy inequality and (6.18), (3.14)
and(3.15), we deduce
|Cn − Chkn |V 6 c

|n − hkn |L2(3) +
n∑
j=1
kj|Cj − Chkj |V
+ |u0 − uh0|V + In + |Cn − wh|V

 ∀wh ∈Vh: (6.19)
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We have,
(t) =−
∫ t
0
( (s)[R(u(s))]2 − ja)+ ds+ 0: (6.20)
By choosing t = tn in (6.20), rewriting (6.11) as follows:
hkn = 
hk
0 −
n−1∑
j=1
kjPBh

 hkj
[
R
(
j∑
i=1
ki(Chki ) + uh0
)]2
− a


+
; (6.21)
and subtracting them, after some algebraic manipulations we obtain
|n − hkn |L2(3)6 c

|0 − h0|L2(3) + |u − uh0|V + Jn
+
n∑
j=1
kj[|j − hkj |L2(3) + |Cj − Chkj |V ]
+
n∑
j=1
kj|(I −PBh)

 j
[
R
(
j∑
i=1
kivi + u0
)]2
− a

 |L2(3)

 ; (6.22)
where vi = C(ti) · , and
Jn =
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∫ tn
0
 (s)
[
R
(∫ s
0
v(r) dr + u0
)]2
ds−
n−1∑
j=1
kj j
[
R
(
j∑
i=1
kivi + u0
)]2∣∣∣∣∣∣
L2(3)
:
Thus, from (6.15), (6.19) and (6.22) we have
|Cn − Chkn |V + |n − hkn |Q + |n − hkn |L2(3)
6 c

|u0 − uh0|V + |0 − h0|L2(3) + In + Jn
+ |Cn − wh|V +
n∑
j=1
kj(|j − hkj |L2(3) + |Cj − Chkj |V )
+
∣∣∣∣∣∣(I −PQh)G”

n−1∑
j=1
kjCj + u0


∣∣∣∣∣∣
Q
+ |(I −PQh)A”(Cn)|Q
+
n∑
j=1
kj
∣∣∣∣∣∣(I −PBh)

 j
[
R
(
j∑
i=1
kivi + u0
)]2
− a


∣∣∣∣∣∣
L2(3)

 ∀Ch ∈Vh:
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Therefore, arguing as in [4], and since
|un − uhkn |V 6 c
(
In + max
16n6N
|Cn − Chkn |V + |u0 − uh0|V
)
;
we deduce the following error estimate.
Theorem 6.5. Let (u; ; ) be the solution of Problem PV and (uhk ; hk ; hk) be the solution of
Problem PVhk . Assume conditions (3.14)–(3.20) hold. Then, the following error estimate holds
true:
max
16n6N
{|un − uhkn |V + |n − hkn |Q + |n − hkn |L2(3)}
6 c

|u0 − uh0|V + |0 − h0|L2(3) + max16n6N
{
inf
wh∈Vh
|u˙n − wh|V
}
+ max
16n6N
In
+ max
16n6N
Jn + max
16n6N
{|(I −PQh)A”(u˙n)|Q}
+ max
16n6N


∣∣∣∣∣∣(I −PQh)G”

n−1∑
j=1
kju˙j + u0


∣∣∣∣∣∣
Q


+
N∑
j=1
kj
∣∣∣∣∣∣(I −PBh)

 j
(
R
(
j∑
i=1
ki(u˙i) + u0
))2
− a


∣∣∣∣∣∣
L2(3)

 : (6.23)
Estimates (6.23) is the basis for the analysis of the convergence of the fully discrete scheme. In
fact, arguing as in [4] we can deduce the following convergence result.
Corollary 6.6. Assume conditions (3.14)–(3.20) and
|u0 − uh0|V → 0 and |0 − h0|L2(3) → 0 as h→ 0:
We also suppose that there exist a subspace V0, dense in V , such that
inf
wh∈Vh
|w− wh|V → 0; as h→ 0 ∀w∈V0;
|(I −PQh)|Q → 0 as h→ 0 ∀∈Q;
|(I −PBh)|L2(3) → 0 as h→ 0 ∀∈L2(3):
Then, the fully discrete method converges, i.e.,
max
06n6N
{|un − uhkn |V + |n − hkn |Q + |n − hkn |L2(3)} → 0 as h; k → 0:
Again, if we use piecewise linear elements to approximate the space V and piecewise con-
stant functions to approximate L∞(3) and Q, and taking into account that In6 ck| Tu|L∞(0; T ;V ) and
Jn6 ck(| Tu|L∞(0; T ;V ) + |˙|L∞(0; T ;L2(3))) (see [4] for details), we have the following result.
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Corollary 6.7. Assume that conditions stated in the above corollary hold. If, in addition,
u˙∈L∞(0; T ; [H 2()]d)
and
Tu∈L∞(0; T ;V ); (6.24)
and there exists a constant c¿ 0 such that
|u0 − uh0|V 6 ch; |0 − h0|L2(3)6 ch;
inf
wh∈Vh
|w− wh|V 6 ch|w|[H 2()]d ∀w∈V ∩ [H 2()]d;
|(I −PQh)|Q6 ch ∀∈Q; |(I −PBh)|L2(3)6 ch ∀∈L2(3);
then, the following error estimate holds,
max
06n6N
{|un − uhkn |V + |n − hkn |Q + |n − hkn |L2(3)}6 c(h+ k):
We conclude that in this case the rate of convergence is linear.
Remark 6.8. Mathematically, condition (6.24) is not fully justi2ed. Indeed, it is related to the re-
lationship between quasistatic and dynamic problems which, in the context of models for contact
process, is a very important yet unresolved problem. From the applied point of view, if condition
(6.24) does not hold, then the quasistatic approximation of the process does not make sense since
the inertial term is not negligible, and one must deal with the fully dynamic situation. Therefore,
the assumption implicitly underlies the quasistatic model, and therefore there is no diPculty in
accepting it.
7. Numerical results
We now present the numerical scheme and a number of simulations of the contact process with
adhesion in di3erent settings.
7.1. The numerical scheme
In the numerical simulations, presented below, we used the fully discretized scheme PVhk of
Section 7. The computations proceeded as follows:
Substituting (6.10) into (6.12) we obtain for n= 1; 2; : : : ; N ,
(PQh[A”(u
hk
n ) + G”(u
hk
n−1)]; ”(w
h))Q + j(hkn−1; u
hk
n−1;w
h) = ( fn;wh)V ∀wh ∈Vh;
where uhk0 = u
h
0.
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Using the properties of the orthogonal projection PQh , and letting Chkn = 6uhkn , we obtain that
Problem PVhk can be written in the following equivalent form:
Problem PVhk;1. Find a displacement 2eld uhk = {uhkn }Nn=0 ⊂ Vh, a stress 2eld hk = {hkn }Nn=0 ⊂ Qh
and an adhesion 2eld hk = {hkn }Nn=0 ⊂ Bh such that
uhk0 = u
h
0 ; 
hk
0 = 
h
0 (7.1)
and for n= 1; 2; : : : ; N
hkn =PQhA”(Chkn ) +PQhG”(uhkn−1); (7.2)
hkn = 
hk
n−1 − knPBh( hkn−1[R((uhkn−1))]2 − a)+; 06 hkn 6 1; (7.3)
(A”(Chkn ); ”(wh))Q = ( fn;wh)V − j(hkn−1; uhkn−1;wh)− (G”(uhkn−1); ”(wh))Q (7.4)
for all wh ∈Vh. Then, uhkn is obtained from
uhkn = u
hk
n−1 + knChkn :
Thus, (7.4) leads to a linear system which has been solved by using the Cholesky method and
implemented on a IBM RISC6000 computer. A typical 1D run took 5 s of CPU time, while a typical
two-dimensional calculation took 10 s of CPU time.
7.2. A rod with adhesive contact
We consider 2rst a simple one-dimensional problem where we can compare the numerical solution
with the solution of an ordinary di3erential equation.
Consider a long thin rod of length L=1(m), horizontally positioned, that is attached to a movable
device at its left end x = 0 (1) and can come into adhesive contact with an elastic object or
obstacle at the other end (3). We assume that the rod occupies the interval 06 x6 1 in the
reference con2guration. The setting is depicted in Fig. 1. We denote by u = u(x; t) the horizontal
displacements, and recall that the stress is given by  = aux + buxt , where a is the Young modulus
and b is a viscosity constant, and subscripts denote partial derivatives. No volume forces act on the
rod, the displacement u(0; t) = &(t) is prescribed at x = 0, while contact may take place at x = 1
where the rigid obstacle is situated. For the sake of simplicity, we set a = b = 1, and also we set
the limit bond energy to be zero, a = 0.
In the quasistatic approximation, in the absence of forces, the problem is:
Find the displacements u : [0; 1]× [0; T ]→ R and the bonding function  : [0; T ]→ [0; 1] such that
− uxx(x; t)− uxtx(x; t) = 0; (7.5)
u(0; t) = &(t); (7.6)
− uxt(1; t)− ux(1; t) = p(u(1; t))−  2(−R(u(1; t))+; (7.7)
˙(x; t) =− R(u(1; t))2; (7.8)
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Fig. 1. Adhesive contact of a viscoelastic rod.
(x; 0) = 0(x); (7.9)
u(x; 0) = u0(x); (7.10)
for x∈ (0; 1) and t ∈ [0; T ]. We impose the compatibility condition u0(0) = &(0) on the data. This is
the problem we have solved numerically, using the algorithm PVhk .
If we assume that u0(x)=const:=&(0) then, it follows from (7.5) and (7.6) that u=Ax+&, where
A depends on time. For the convenience of the reader we present the derivation of the following
results in Appendix A.
When the rod is under tension, which is where our interest lies, there are two cases:
(a) −L6A+ &¡ 0,
(b) A+ &¡− L.
In case (a) we 2nd from (A.3) that
A˙+ (1 +  2)A=− 2&
and in case (b) we have from (A.4)
A˙+ A=  2L:
Then, it follows from (7.8) that in case (a)
˙ =− (A+ &)2:
In case (b) we have (t) = 0 exp(− L2t). Then, the adhesive traction is given by
A=
 Le−2 L
2t
1− 2 L2e−t −
 L
1− 2 L2 :
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Fig. 2. Problem 1. The displacements at di3erent times and the error.
Test Problem 1. We consider the problem with the following data:
T = 1 (s);
  = 0:3 (m−2); L= 0:3 (m); &=−0:6;
u0 =−0:6(m); 0 = 1:
We note that A+ &¡− L, so it is case (b) and the exact solution is,
(t) = e−0:0027t ; u(x; t) = 0:09513 (e−0:0054t − e−t) x − 0:6: (7.11)
In Fig. 2, we depict the displacements 2eld at times t = 0:2; 0:4; 0:6; 0:8; 1 (s) (k = h= 0:01) and
the corresponding pointwise error compared with the exact solution (7.11). Note that the maximal
error is less than 1:8× 10−4.
In Fig. 3 the evolution of the displacement 2elds for points x= 0:25; 0:5; 1 (m) is shown and the
corresponding errors are also plotted, which is less than 10−3. Finally, in Fig. 4 the evolution of the
adhesion 2eld and its deviation from the exact solution is shown. It is seen that the maximal error
is less than 4× 10−6.
Test Problem 2. We used the data:
T = 1 (s);
  = 0:1 (m−2); L= 1 (m); &=−0:1;
u0 =−0:1 (m); 0 = 1:
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Fig. 3. Problem 1. Evolution of the displacements at x = 0:25; 0:5; 1 (m) and the exact error.
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Fig. 4. Problem 1. Evolution of the adhesion 2eld and the error.
We note that −L6 &(t) for 06 t6 1, so it is case (a). Thus,  and A are the solutions of the
system of di3erential equations,
˙ =−0:1 (A− 0:1)2;
A˙+ (1− 0:12) A= 0:012: (7.12)
The solution of (7.12) has been obtained using MATLAB (Runge–Kutta methods module) and we
compare it to the numerical solution obtained from Problem PVhk (k= h=0:01). The displacements
2eld at times t = 0:2; 0:4; 0:6; 0:8; 1 (s) and the corresponding error are shown in Fig. 5.
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Fig. 5. Problem 2. Displacements at di3erent times and the error.
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Fig. 6. Problem 2. Evolution of the displacements at x = 0:25; 0:5; 1 (m) and the error.
In Fig. 6 we plot the evolution of the displacement 2elds of points x = 0:25; 0:5; 1 (m) and
their error through the time. Finally, in Fig. 7, the evolution in time of the adhesion 2eld and the
corresponding error are shown.
Test Problem 3. We choose a periodic displacement &(t) = sin10:t which leads to oscillations be-
tween cases (a) and (b). We used
T = 5 (s);
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Fig. 7. Problem 2. Evolution of the adhesion 2eld and the error.
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Fig. 8. Problem 3. The displacements at times t = 1; 2; 3; 4; 5 s.
  = 0:3 (m−2); L= 0:3 (m);
u0 = 0 (m); 0 = 1:
In Fig. 8 we present the displacements 2eld at times t = 1; 2; 3; 4; 5 (s). Moreover, in Fig. 9 the
evolution of the displacement 2elds of points x=0:25; 0:5; 1 (m) are shown. Finally, the evolution of
the adhesion 2eld is plotted in Fig. 10. We note that at times of compression the adhesion process
stops, since then ˙ = 0, which is represented by the horizontal segments.
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Fig. 9. Problem 3. Evolution of the displacements at x = 0:25; 0:5; 1 (m).
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Fig. 10. Problem 3. Evolution of the adhesion 2eld.
7.3. Two two-dimensional examples
We now present two two-dimensional examples for the algorithm.
In both examples we consider the problem depicted in Fig. 11, where a rectangular body is in
adhesive contact with a foundation. We assume plane stress in both examples. The domain =(0; 1)×
(0; 0:1) is a cross-section of a three-dimensional rectangular body clamped on 1 = {0} × (0; 0:1).
The body is in adhesive contact with a foundation on 3 = (0; 1)× {0} and the volume forces are
negligible. Let 2 =− (1 ∪3) =21 ∪22 where 21 = (0; 1)× {0:1}, 22 = {1} × (0; 0:1). The
body is subjected to the action of surface tractions acting on 21, while the part 22 is free.
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Fig. 11. 2D viscoelastic adhesive contact.
The elasticity tensor G is given by
(G); =
E=
1− =2 (11 + 22)6; +
E
1 + =
;; 16 ;; 6 2;
where E is Young’s modulus, = is Poisson’s ratio, and 6; denotes the Kronecker symbol. The
viscosity tensor A has a similar form, i.e.,
(A); = a1(11 + 22)6; + a2;; 16 ;; 6 2;
where a1 and a2 are viscosity constants. We recall that the von Mises norm, for a plane stress 2eld
 = (;), is given by
||vM = (211 + 222 − 1122 + 3212)1=2:
Test Problem 4. In the 2rst two-dimensional test, we assumed that the surface traction is concen-
trated and acts only at the rightmost point of 21, and we used the following data:
T = 1 (s); f0 = 0 (N=m3);
f2(x1; x2; t) =
{
(0; 1) (N=m2) if x1 = 1; x2 = 0:1;
0 (N=m2) otherwise:
p(r) = c(r)+; c = 1 (N=m3);
u0 = 0 m; E = 1000 N=m2; = = 0:3;
a1 = 30 (N s=m2); a2 = 20 (N s=m2):
In Fig. 12 we show the deformed mesh at 2nal time t = 1(s) and the initial con2guration. In
Fig. 13, the von Mises norm for the stress is plotted in the deformed con2guration at the 2nal
time. Moreover, in Fig. 14 (left-hand side) the vertical displacements of the contact boundary 3
are shown at times
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Fig. 12. Problem 4. Deformed mesh at 2nal time t = 1 (s).
Fig. 13. Problem 4. von Mises stress norm at 2nal time t = 1 (s).
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Fig. 14. Problem 4. Contact vertical displacements at times t = 0:1; 0:4; 0:7; 1 (s); evolution of the displacements at
x = (0:25; 0); (0:5; 0); (0:75; 0); (1; 0).
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Fig. 15. Problem 4. Adhesion 2eld at several times and evolution of the adhesion at x = (1; 0).
Fig. 16. Problem 5. Deformed mesh at 2nal time t = 1 (s).
t=0:1; 0:4; 0:7; 1 (s) and on the right-hand side the evolution of the vertical displacements of contact
points x = (0:25; 0); (0:5; 0); (0:75; 0); (1; 0) are plotted. Finally, in Fig. 15 we drawn the adhesion
2eld at times t = 0:4; 0:6; 0:8; 1 (s) and the evolution of the adhesion 2eld at the point x= (1; 0).
Test Problem 5. In the second two-dimensional numerical experiment, we used the same data as the
above, except for the force f2 which acted on the whole of 21 and was chosen to be periodic in
time,
f2(x1; x2; t) =
{
(−10 sin 50t − sin 50t) (N=m2) if x2 = 0:1;
0 (N=m2) otherwise:
Since in our model only debonding takes place under tension, during the compression phase of
the traction the debonding process stops, and ˙ = 0. In Fig. 16 we depict the deformed mesh at
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Fig. 17. Problem 5. von Mises stress norm at 2nal time t = 1 (s).
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Fig. 18. Problem 5. Contact vertical displacements at times t = 0:1; 0:4; 0:7; 1 (s) and the displacements at
x = (0:25; 0); (0:5; 0); (0:75; 0); (1; 0).
2nal time t = 1 (s). In Fig. 17 the von Mises stress norm is plotted in the deformed con2gu-
ration.
Moreover, the vertical displacements of the contact boundary is shown in Fig. 18 at times t =
0:1; 0:4; 0:7; 1 (s) and, in the right side, we plot the evolution of the vertical displacements at the
contact points x1 = 0:25; 0:5; 0:75; 1.
Finally, in Fig. 19 we plot the adhesion 2eld at times t = 0:4; 0:6; 0:8; 1 (s), and we depict the
evolution of the adhesion 2eld of the end point x= (1; 0).
We conclude that the fully discrete algorithm and its implementation produced very good and
reliable numerical approximations of the solutions.
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Fig. 19. Problem 5. Adhesion 2eld at several times and evolution of the adhesion in point x = (1; 0).
8. Conclusions
The paper deals with modelling, analysis, numerical analysis, and simulations of the quasistatic
process of adhesive contact between a viscoelastic body and a reactive foundation. The contact
was modelled with the normal compliance condition and the adhesion was assumed irreversible.
The existence of the unique weak or variational solution was established. A fully discrete numerical
algorithm for the model was proposed, and its convergence has been proven. A semi-discrete scheme
was mentioned, too. Moreover, error estimates on the numerical approximations were derived. Then,
the scheme was utilized as a basis of a numerical code for the problem. By using the code, 2ve
di3erent numerical experiments were performed. The 2rst two dealt with a one-dimensional problem
for which a formulation in terms of an ordinary di3erential equation (ODE) was derived. The
numerical solutions for the scheme were found to compare very well with those of the ODE. The third
experiment dealt with a one-dimensional problem when the displacement of the end was periodic.
However, because of the irreversible nature of the adhesion process the solutions were not periodic,
and the computations were good.
Two two-dimensional experiments were performed for a slab in adhesive contact with a reactive
planar foundation. They dealt with debonding of the slab as a result of applied traction. The algorithm
was found to perform well, and the convergence was rapid.
Problems of adhesive contact received recently considerable attention, and important results have
been obtained. However, much remains to be done to establish a comprehensive body of theoretical
and applied results. The current models and results need to be extended to dynamic problems; analysis
of the solutions and their regularity is virtually absent; more general models of adhesion, and the
relaxation of the irreversibility condition are needed. Additional numerical analysis and simulations
are needed, as well.
Another diPcult but important problem deals with the relationship between quasistatic and dynamic
contact problems. This is reVected, in particular, in assumption (6.24) which allowed us to prove the
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linear convergence of the algorithm. This same assumption underlies the quasistatic approximation
of the dynamic problem. Currently it is an interesting open problem.
Finally, there is a need to use the theory and numerical simulations, in conjunction with experi-
mental results, to establish veri2able models which will be useful in applied and industrial settings.
Indeed, parameter identi2cation methods are likely to be employed for this purpose. These, in turn,
will be used in the optimal design of industrial processes which depend on adhesive contact.
Appendix A
We present the solution of problem (7.5)–(7.10). We assume that u0(x) = const = &(0). Then,
setting u= e−tw simple manipulations show that u(1; t) = A+ &, and
−uxt(1; t)− ux(1; t) =−A˙− A= p(u(1; t))−  2(−R(u))+
=p(A+ &)−  2(−R(A+ &))+:
Thus, A˙+ A is a root of
A˙+ A=−p(A+ &) +  2(−R(A+ &))+:
Depending on whether 0¡A+ & or 0¿A+ &, we have
A˙+ A=−p(A+ &) if 0¡A+ &; (A.1)
and then A¡ 0; 0¡− A¡&, and
A˙+ A=  2(−R(A+ &))+ if A+ &¡ 0; (A.2)
and therefore A¿ 0; &¡− A¡ 0. We conclude that either A= 0 (when &= 0) or
0¡ |A|¡ |&|:
Now, (A.1) implies that when interpenetration takes place, A6 0 and 0¡&, i.e., the rod is being
displaced to the right at x=0. When the rod is being displaced to the left, &¡ 0, there is separation,
A+ &¡ 0, and the adhesive exerts a tensile force, A¿ 0.
Since our interest lies in the behavior of the adhesion, we assume that &¡ 0. Then, it follows
from the de2nition of the truncation R that we have two cases:
(a) −L6A+ &¡ 0,
(b) A+ &¡− L.
In case (a) we have R(A+ &) = A+ & and (A.2) implies that A˙+ A=− 2(A+ &): Thus,
A˙+ (1 +  2)A=− 2& if − L¡A+ &¡ 0: (A.3)
In case (b)
A˙+ A=  2L: (A.4)
We now consider the adhesion evolution equation (7.8). In case (a) we obtain
˙ =− (A+ &)2: (A.5)
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In case (b) we have
˙ =− L2; (A.6)
with the solution
(t) = 0 exp(− L2t): (A.7)
Thus, the adhesive traction is given by
A=
(
 Le−2 L
2t
1− 2 L2 −
 Le−t
1− 2 L2
)
; (A.8)
and it decays exponentially to zero, but there is no complete debonding in 2nite time.
The transition from the 2rst to the second case happens at the value &∗ such that A + & = −L,
thus
&∗ =−(1 +  2)L:
Clearly, choosing −L6 & yields &∗¡& guarantees case (a), at least for some time. Choosing
&¡− (1 +  )L yields &¡&∗, thus it is case (b) for all time, since |A|¡ |&|.
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